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Unfinished Business of Tuesday, May 21 2019
Favorable with Amendment

S. 163

An act relating to housing safety and rehabilitation

Rep. Stevens of Waterbury, for the Committee on General; Housing; and
Military Affairs, recommends that the House propose to the Senate that the bill
be amended by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu
thereof the following:

**Housing Health and Safety; Rental Housing
Health Code Enforcement**

Sec. 1. 18 V.S.A. § 5 is amended to read:

§ 5. DUTIES OF DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

The Department of Health shall:

(1) Conduct studies, develop State plans, and administer programs and
State plans for hospital survey and construction, hospital operation and
maintenance, medical care, and treatment of substance abuse.

(2) Provide methods of administration and such other action as may be
necessary to comply with the requirements of federal acts and regulations as
relate to studies, development of plans and administration of programs in the
fields of health, public health, health education, hospital construction and
maintenance, and medical care.

(3) Appoint advisory councils, with the approval of the Governor.

(4) Cooperate with necessary federal agencies in securing federal funds
which become available to the State for all prevention, public health,
wellness, and medical programs.

(5) Seek accreditation through the Public Health Accreditation Board.

(6) Create a State Health Improvement Plan and facilitate local health
improvement plans in order to encourage the design of healthy communities
and to promote policy initiatives that contribute to community, school, and
workplace wellness, which may include providing assistance to employers for
wellness program grants, encouraging employers to promote employee
engagement in healthy behaviors, and encouraging the appropriate use of the health care system.

(7) Serve as the leader on State rental housing health laws.

(8) Provide policy assistance and technical support to municipalities concerning the implementation and enforcement of State rental housing health and safety laws.

Sec. 2. 18 V.S.A. § 603 is amended to read:

§ 603. RENTAL HOUSING SAFETY; INSPECTION REPORTS

(a)(1) When conducting an investigation of rental housing, a local health officer shall issue a written inspection report on the rental property using the protocols for implementing the Rental Housing Health Code of the Department or the municipality, in the case of a municipality that has established a code enforcement office.

(2) A written inspection report shall:

(A) contain findings of fact that serve as the basis of one or more violations;

(B) specify the requirements and timelines necessary to correct a violation;

(C) provide notice that the landlord is prohibited from renting the affected unit to a new tenant until the violation is corrected; and

(D) provide notice in plain language that the landlord and agents of the landlord must have access to the rental unit to make repairs as ordered by the health officer consistent with the access provisions in 9 V.S.A. § 4460.

(3) A local health officer shall:

(A) provide a copy of the inspection report to the landlord and any tenants affected by a violation by delivering the report electronically, in person, by first class mail, or by leaving a copy at each unit affected by the deficiency; and

(B)(i) if a municipality has established a code enforcement office, provide information on each inspection according to a schedule and in a format adopted by the Department in consultation with municipalities that have established code enforcement offices; or

(ii) if a municipality has not established a code enforcement office, provide information on each inspection to the Department within seven days of issuing the report using an electronic system designed for that purpose.
(4) If an entire property is affected by a violation, the local health officer shall post a copy of the inspection report in a common area of the property and include a prominent notice that the report shall not be removed until authorized by the local health officer.

(5) A municipality shall make an inspection report available as a public record.

(b)(1) A local health officer may impose a fine civil penalty of not more than $100.00 $200.00 per day for each violation that is not corrected by the date provided in the written inspection report, or when a unit is re-rented to a new tenant prior to the correction of a violation.

(2)(A) If the cumulative amount of penalties imposed pursuant to this subsection is $800.00 or less, the local health officer, Department of Health, or State’s Attorney may bring a civil enforcement action in the Judicial Bureau pursuant to 4 V.S.A. chapter 29.

(B) The waiver penalty for a violation in an action brought pursuant to this subsection is 50 percent of the full penalty amount.

(3) If the cumulative amount of penalties imposed pursuant to this subsection is more than $800.00, or if injunctive relief is sought, the local health officer, Department of Health, or State’s Attorney may commence an action in the Civil Division of the Superior Court for the county in which a violation occurred.

(c) If a local health officer fails to conduct an investigation pursuant to section 602a of this title or fails to issue an inspection report pursuant to this section, a landlord or tenant may request that the Department, at its discretion, conduct an investigation or contact the local board of health to take action.

Sec. 3. 4 V.S.A. § 1102 is amended to read:

§ 1102. JUDICIAL BUREAU; JURISDICTION

(a) The Judicial Bureau is created within the Judicial Branch under the supervision of the Supreme Court.

(b) The Judicial Bureau shall have jurisdiction of the following matters:

* * *

(21) Violations of State or municipal rental housing health and safety laws when the amount of the cumulative penalties imposed pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 603 is $800.00 or less.

* * *
(c) The Judicial Bureau shall not have jurisdiction over municipal parking violations.

(d) Three hearing officers appointed by the Court Administrator shall determine waiver penalties to be imposed for violations within the Judicial Bureau’s jurisdiction, except:

(1) Municipalities shall adopt full and waiver penalties for civil ordinance violations pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 1979. For purposes of municipal violations, the issuing law enforcement officer shall indicate the appropriate full and waiver penalty on the complaint.

Sec. 4. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT; COLLECTION OF RENTAL HOUSING DATA

(a) On or before January 15, 2020, the Department of Housing and Community Development shall design a comprehensive rental housing data management system, through which the Department is able to collect, organize, and make available to the public information concerning rental housing in this State, including:

(1) location of building;
(2) age of building;
(3) number of units;
(4) type of units;
(5) School Property Account Number;
(6) owner name and contact information; and
(7) manager name and contact information.

(b) In performing its duties pursuant to this section, the Department shall consult, and shall have the full cooperation and assistance of:

(1) the Department of Taxes and other agencies and departments as necessary;
(2) the Vermont Assessors and Listers Association;
(3) the Vermont Center for Geographic Information;
(4) the Vermont Enhanced 911 Board;
(5) the Vermont Housing Finance Agency;
(6) the Vermont League of Cities and Towns;
(7) representatives of the Regional Planning Commissions;
(8) the Agency of Digital Services; and
(9) any other affected stakeholders.

Sec. 5. RENTAL HOUSING HEALTH AND SAFETY ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM; RECOMMENDATIONS; REPORT

(a) On or before January 15, 2020, in collaboration with the Rental Housing Advisory Board, the Department of Health and the Department of Public Safety shall develop recommendations for the design and implementation of a comprehensive system for the professional enforcement of State rental housing health and safety laws, which shall include:

(1) an outline of options, including an option for a State government–run system, with a timeline and budget for each;

(2) a needs assessment outlining the demand for inspections based on inspection information collected pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 603(a)(3) and subsection (c) of this section and other stakeholders and relevant sources; and

(3) any additional recommendations from the Rental Housing Advisory Board, the Department of Public Safety, the Department of Housing and Community Development, or other executive branch agencies.

(b) On or before September 30, 2019, the Department of Health shall provide an interim progress report to the Senate Committee on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs and the House Committee on General, Housing, and Military Affairs.

(c) On or before August 1, 2019, each municipality in this State shall provide to the Department of Health summary information on its inspection activity from July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019 in order to assist the Department in completing the needs assessment pursuant to subdivision (a)(2) of this section.

Sec. 6. DUTIES CONTINGENT UPON FUNDING

(a) The following duties imposed on the Department of Housing and Community Development are contingent upon the appropriation of funds in fiscal year 2020 for the purposes specified:

(1) to implement a rental housing data management system pursuant to Sec. 4 of this act;

(2) to update and maintain the RentalCodes.org website, or a similar resource, that provides easy access to information for consumers, landlords, municipal officials, and the public concerning rental housing health and safety laws; and
(3) to design and implement a Vermont Rental Housing Incentive Program pursuant to Sec. 12 of this act.

(b) The following duties imposed on the Department of Health are contingent upon the appropriation of funds in fiscal year 2020 for one additional full-time equivalent position:

(1) to provide additional training to town health officers concerning best practices, the health officer role and responsibilities, and rental housing health and safety issues; and

(2) to provide additional guidance and support to municipalities concerning difficult rental housing enforcement issues.

Sec. 7. 3 V.S.A. § 122 is amended to read:

§ 122. OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

The Office of Professional Regulation is created within the Office of the Secretary of State. The Office of Professional Regulation shall have a director who shall be an exempt employee appointed by the Secretary of State and shall be an exempt employee. The following boards or professions are attached to the Office of Professional Regulation:

* * *

(48) Residential Contractors

Sec. 8. 26 V.S.A. chapter 105 is added to read:

CHAPTER 105. RESIDENTIAL CONTRACTORS


§ 5401. REGISTRATION REQUIRED

A person shall register with the Office of Professional Regulation prior to offering or contracting with a homeowner to perform construction, remodeling, or home improvement work on a residential dwelling unit or on a building or premises with four or fewer residential dwelling units, in exchange for consideration of more than $2,500.00, including labor and materials.

§ 5402. EXEMPTIONS

This chapter does not apply to:

(1) an employee acting within the scope of his or her employment for a business organization registered under this chapter;

(2) a professional engineer, licensed architect, or a tradesperson licensed by the Department of Public Safety acting within the scope of his or her
license;
(3) delivery or installation of consumer appliances, audio-visual equipment, telephone equipment, or computer network equipment;
(4) landscaping;
(5) work on a structure that is not attached to a residential building;
(6) work that would otherwise require registration that a person performs in response to an emergency, provided the person applies for registration within a reasonable time after performing the work.

§ 5403. MANDATORY REGISTRATION AND VOLUNTARY CERTIFICATION DISTINGUISHED

(a)(1) The system of mandatory registration established by this chapter is intended to protect against fraud, deception, breach of contract, and violations of law, but is not intended to establish standards for professional qualifications or workmanship that is otherwise lawful.

(2) The provisions of 3 V.S.A. § 129a, with respect to a registration, shall be construed in a manner consistent with the limitations of this subsection.

(b) The Director of Professional Regulation, in consultation with public safety officials and recognized associations or boards of builders, remodelers, architects, and engineers, may:

(1) adopt rules providing for the issuance of voluntary certifications, as defined in subdivision 3101a(1) of this title, that signify demonstrated competence in particular subfields and specialties related to residential construction;

(2) establish minimum qualifications, and standards for performance and conduct, necessary for certification; and

(3) discipline a certificant for violating adopted standards or other law, with or without affecting the underlying registration.

Subchapter 2. Administration

§ 5405. DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR

(a) The Director of Professional Regulation shall:

(1) provide information to the public concerning registration, certification, appeal procedures, and complaint procedures;

(2) administer fees established under this chapter;
receive applications for registration or certification, issue registrations and certifications to applicants qualified under this chapter, deny or renew registrations or certifications, and issue, revoke, suspend, condition, and reinstate registrations and certifications as ordered by an administrative law officer; and

(4) prepare and maintain a registry of registrants and certificants.

(b) The Director, after consultation with an advisor appointed pursuant to section 5406 of this title, may adopt rules to implement this chapter.

§ 5406. ADVISORS

(a) The Secretary of State shall appoint two persons pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 129b to serve as advisors in matters relating to residential contractors and construction.

(b) To be eligible to serve, an advisor shall:

(1) register under this chapter;

(2) have at least three years’ experience in residential construction immediately preceding appointment; and

(3) remain active in the profession during his or her service.

(c) The Director of Professional Regulation shall seek the advice of the advisors in implementing this chapter.

§ 5407. FEES

A person regulated under this chapter shall pay the following fees at initial application and biennial renewal:

(1) Registration, individual: $75.00.

(2) Registration, business organization: $250.00.

(3) State certifications: $75.00 for a first certification and $25.00 for each additional certification.

Subchapter 3. Registrations

§ 5408. ELIGIBILITY

To be eligible for registration, the Director of Professional Regulation shall find that the applicant:

(1) is in compliance with the provisions of this chapter and rules adopted pursuant to this chapter;

(2) is in compliance with State laws respecting child support, taxes,
judgment orders, and workers’ compensation; and

(3) has satisfied any judgment order related to the provision of professional services to a homeowner.

§ 5409. REQUIREMENTS OF REGISTRANTS

(a) Insurance. A person registered under this chapter shall maintain professional liability insurance in the amount of $300,000.00 per claim and $1,000,000.00 aggregate, evidence of which may be required as a precondition to issuance or renewal of a registration.

(b) Writing.

(1) A person registered under this chapter shall execute a written contract prior to receiving a deposit or commencing residential construction work if the estimated value of the labor and materials exceeds $2,500.00.

(2) A contract shall specify:

(A) Price. One of the following provisions for the price of the contract:

(i) a maximum price for all work and materials;

(ii) a statement that billing and payment will be made on a time and materials basis, not to exceed a maximum price; or

(iii) a statement that billing and payment will be made on a time and materials basis and that there is no maximum price.

(B) Work dates. Estimated start and completion dates.

(C) Scope of work. A description of the services to be performed and a description of the materials to be used.

(D) Change order provision. A description of how and when amendments to the contract may be approved and recorded.

(3) The parties shall record an amendment to the contract in a signed writing.

(c) Down payment. Unless a contract specifies that billing and payment will be made on a time and materials basis and that there is no maximum price, the contract may require a down payment of up to one-third of the contract price, or of the price of materials, whichever is greater.

§ 5410. PROHIBITIONS AND REMEDIES

(a) A person who does not register pursuant to this chapter when required engages in unauthorized practice pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 127.
(b) The Office of Professional Regulation may discipline a registrant or certificant for unprofessional conduct as provided in 3 V.S.A. § 129a, except that 3 V.S.A. § 129a(b) does not apply to a registrant.

(c) The following conduct by a registrant, certificant, applicant, or person who later becomes an applicant constitutes unprofessional conduct:

1. failure to enter into a written contract when required by this chapter;
2. failure to maintain liability or workers’ compensation insurance as required by law;
3. committing a deceptive act in commerce in violation of 9 V.S.A. § 2453;
4. falsely claiming certification under this chapter, provided that this subdivision does not prevent accurate and nonmisleading advertising or statements related to credentials that are not offered by this State; and
5. selling or fraudulently obtaining or furnishing a certificate of registration, certification, license, or any other related document or record, or assisting another person in doing so, including by reincorporating or altering a trade name for the purpose or with the effect of evading or masking revocation, suspension, or discipline against a registration issued under this chapter.

Sec. 9. CREATION OF POSITIONS WITHIN THE OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL REGULATION; LICENSING.

(a) There are created within the Secretary of State’s Office of Professional Regulation two new positions in the licensing division.

(b) Any funding necessary to support the positions created in subsection (a) of this section and the implementation of 26 V.S.A. chapter 105 created in Sec. 8 of this act shall be derived from the Office’s Professional Regulatory Fee Fund and not from the General Fund.

Sec. 10. IMPLEMENTATION

Notwithstanding 26 V.S.A. § 5401:

1. The initial biennial registration term for residential contractors pursuant to 26 V.S.A. chapter 105 created in Sec. 8 of this act shall begin on April 1, 2020.

2. The Secretary of State may begin receiving applications for the initial registration term on December 1, 2019.

Sec. 11. SECRETARY OF STATE; STATUS REPORT
On or before January 15, 2021, the Office of Professional Regulation shall report to the House Committees on Commerce and Economic Development and on Government Operations and to the Senate Committees on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs and on Government Operations concerning the implementation of 26 V.S.A. chapter 105, including:

(1) the number of registrations and certifications;
(2) the resources necessary to implement the chapter;
(3) the number and nature of any complaints or enforcement actions; and
(4) any other issues the Office deems appropriate.

* * * Housing Rehabilitation and Weatherization; Vermont Rental Housing Incentive Program * * *

Sec. 12. 10 V.S.A. chapter 29, subchapter 3 is amended to read:

Subchapter 3. Vermont Economic Progress Council Housing Incentive Program

§ 699. RENTAL HOUSING INCENTIVE PROGRAM

(a) Purpose. Recognizing that Vermont’s rental housing stock is some of the oldest in the country, and that much of it needs updating to meet code requirement and other standards, this section is intended to incentivize private apartment owners to make significant improvements to both housing quality and weatherization by providing small grants that would be matched by the private apartment owner.

(b) Creation of Program. The Department of Housing and Community Development shall design and implement a Vermont Rental Housing Incentive Program to provide funding to regional nonprofit housing partner organizations to provide incentive grants to private landlords for the rehabilitation and improvement, including weatherization, of existing rental housing stock.

(c) Administration. The Department shall require any nonprofit regional housing partner organization that receives funding under this program to develop a standard application form for property owners that describes the application process and includes clear instructions and examples to help property owners apply, a selection process that ensures equitable selection of property owners, and a grants management system that ensures accountability for funds awarded to property owners.

(d) Grant Guidelines. The Department shall ensure that all grants comply
with the following guidelines:

1. Each grant shall be capped at a standard limit set by the Department, which shall not exceed $7,000.00 per rental unit.
2. Each grant shall be matched by the property owner at least two-to-one. The required match shall be met through dollars raised and not through in-kind services.
3. No property owner may receive a grant for more than four rental units.
4. Each project funded must include a weatherization component and must result in all building codes being met and all permits received.
5. Only existing properties that are vacant or blighted are eligible for grants.
6. At least 50 percent of the rental units assisted must have rents that are affordable to households earning no more than 80 percent of area median income.

(e) As used in this section:

1. “Blighted” means that a rental unit is not fit for human habitation and does not comply with the requirements of applicable building, housing, and health regulations.
2. “Vacant” means that a rental unit has not been leased or occupied for at least 90 days prior to the date a property owner submits a grant application and remains unoccupied at the time the grant is awarded.

** Affordable Housing **
of Housing and Urban Development. In creating the plan, the State Treasurer and the other entities listed in this subdivision (a)(1) shall also consult with the business community, public and private housing developers, and experts in housing finance and affordable housing initiatives both in Vermont and nationwide:

(2) alternatives for financing the plan that take into consideration the use of appropriations, general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, investments, new revenues, and other financing mechanisms, including initiatives undertaken by other states;

(3) the plan shall assume that the 1,000 units shall be in addition to what would otherwise have been created or preserved by State funding through the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board equal to its FY 2019 base general fund and capital appropriations, and the other resources it typically leverages; and

(4) provisions for meeting housing needs consistent with publicly developed plans such as Vermont’s Consolidated Plan, the 2017 Vermont Roadmap to End Homelessness, and Vermont Housing Finance Agency’s Qualified Action Plan in the following areas:

(A) creating new multifamily and single-family homes;

(B) addressing blighted properties and other existing housing stock requiring reinvestment, including in mobile home parks;

(C) providing service-supported housing in coordination with the Agency of Human Services, including for those who are elderly, homeless, in recovery, experiencing severe mental illness or other disability, or leaving incarceration; and

(D) providing for the housing needs of households with extremely low income.

(b) Cooperation. In conducting the evaluation described in subsection (a) of this section, the State Treasurer shall have the cooperation of the Agency of Commerce and Community Development and the Department of Taxes.

(c) Report. The State Treasurer shall submit a report with recommendations based on the evaluation described in subsection (a) of this section to the Senate Committees on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, on Appropriations, and on Finance and the House Committees on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, on Appropriations, and on Ways and Means. The report shall also include a legislative proposal to implement the recommendations proposed in the report.
Sec. 14. EFFECTIVE DATE

(a) This act shall take effect on July 1, 2019.

(Committee vote: 8-2-1)

(For text see Senate Journal March 28, April 3, 2019)

Rep. Townsend of South Burlington, for the Committee on Appropriations, recommends the bill ought to pass in concurrence with proposal of amendment as recommended by the Committee on General; Housing; and Military Affairs and when further amended as follows:

By striking out Sec. 9 in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof a new Sec. 9 to read as follows:

Sec. 9. CREATION OF POSITIONS WITHIN THE OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL REGULATION; LICENSING

(a) There are created within the Secretary of State’s Office of Professional Regulation two new positions in the licensing division:

(1) one new permanent classified Licensing Administrator; and

(2) one new permanent exempt Licensing Staff Attorney position.

(b) Any funding necessary to support the positions created in subsection (a) of this section and the implementation of 26 V.S.A. chapter 105 created in Sec. 8 of this act shall be derived from the Office’s Professional Regulatory Fee Fund and not from the General Fund.

(Committee Vote: 7-3-1)

Rep. Masland of Thetford, for the Committee on Ways and Means, recommends the bill ought to pass in concurrence with proposal of amendment as recommended by the Committee on General; Housing; and Military Affairs and Appropriations and when further amended as follows:

First: In Sec. 8, by striking out 26 V.S.A. § 5401 and inserting in lieu thereof a new § 5401 to read:

§ 5401. REGISTRATION REQUIRED

(a) A person shall register with the Office of Professional Regulation prior to contracting with a homeowner to perform residential construction work in exchange for consideration of $2,500.00 or more, including labor and materials.

(b) Unless otherwise exempt under section 5402 of this title, as used in this
chapter, “residential construction” means to build, demolish, or alter a residential dwelling unit or a building or premises with four or fewer residential dwelling units, and includes interior and exterior construction, renovation, and repair; painting; paving; roofing; weatherization; installation or repair of heating, plumbing, electrical, water, or wastewater systems; and other activities the Office specifies by rule consistent with this chapter.

Second: In Sec. 8, in 26 V.S.A. § 5407(1), by striking out “$75.00” and inserting in lieu thereof “$50.00”

Third: In Sec. 8, in 26 V.S.A. § 5409(a), by striking out “professional liability insurance” and inserting in lieu thereof “liability insurance”

Fourth: In Sec. 8, in 26 V.S.A. § 5409(b)(1), by striking out “$2,500.00” and inserting in lieu thereof “$5,000.00”

Fifth: By striking out Sec. 10 in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof a new Sec. 10 to read:

Sec. 10. IMPLEMENTATION

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of 26 V.S.A. chapter 105:

(1) The initial biennial registration term for residential contractors pursuant to 26 V.S.A. chapter 105 shall begin on April 1, 2020.

(2) The Secretary of State may begin receiving applications for the initial registration term on December 1, 2019.

(3) Prior to April 1, 2021, the Office of Professional Regulation shall not take any enforcement action for unauthorized practice under 26 V.S.A. § 5410(a) against a residential contractor who fails to register as required by this act.

(Committee Vote: 6-5-0)

Amendment to be offered by Rep. Higley of Lowell to S. 163

Representative Higley of Lowell moves that the House propose to the Senate that the bill be amended by striking out Secs. 7–11 in their entireties and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Secs. 7–11. [Deleted.]

Unfinished Business of Thursday, May 23 2019
Senate Proposal of Amendment
H. 351

An act relating to workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, and ski tramway amendments
The Senate concurs in the House proposal of amendment thereto by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following::

Sec. 1. 21 V.S.A. § 384(a) is amended to read:

(a)(1) An employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $9.15. Beginning on January 1, 2016, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $9.60. Beginning on January 1, 2017, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $10.00. Beginning on January 1, 2018, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $10.50, and beginning $10.78. Beginning on January 1, 2019, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $11.50. Beginning on January 1, 2021, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $12.50, and on each subsequent January 1, the minimum wage rate shall be increased by five percent or the percentage increase of the Consumer Price Index, CPI-U, U.S. city average, not seasonally adjusted, or successor index, as calculated by the U.S. Department of Labor or successor agency for the 12 months preceding the previous September 1, whichever is smaller, but in no event shall the minimum wage be decreased. The minimum wage shall be rounded off to the nearest $0.01.

(2) An employer in the hotel, motel, tourist place, and restaurant industry shall not employ a service or tipped employee at a basic wage rate less than one-half the minimum wage. As used in this subsection, “a service or tipped employee” means an employee of a hotel, motel, tourist place, or restaurant who customarily and regularly receives more than $120.00 per month in tips for direct and personal customer service.

(3) If the minimum wage rate established by the U.S. government is greater than the rate established for Vermont for any year, the minimum wage rate for that year shall be the rate established by the U.S. government.

Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on July 1, 2019.

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:

An act relating to increasing the minimum wage to $12.50 per hour.

(For House Proposal of Amendment see House Journal March 20, 2019)
Unfinished Business of Thursday, May 27 2019
Senate Proposal of Amendment

H. 107

An act relating to paid family and medical leave

The Senate proposes to the House to amend the bill by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. PURPOSE

It is the intent of the General Assembly that:

(1) the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program established by this act shall provide employees with affordable Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits;

(2) the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall seek a private insurance carrier to provide the benefits required under the Program;

(3) if the Commissioner is able to identify an insurance carrier that can provide the required benefits in a more cost-effective manner than would be possible if benefits were provided by the State, the Commissioner shall enter into a contract with that insurance carrier to administer the Program and provide the benefits required by this act beginning in October of 2020; and

(4) if the Commissioner is unable to identify a suitable insurance carrier, the Program shall be administered by the Department of Labor in coordination with the Departments of Financial Regulation and of Taxes, and benefits shall become available beginning in July of 2021.

Sec. 2. 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13 is added to read:

Subchapter 13. Family and Medical Leave Insurance

§ 571. DEFINITIONS

As used in this subchapter:

(1) “Average weekly wage” means the employee’s total wages from his or her two highest-earning quarters in the last four completed calendar quarters divided by 26.

(2) “Bonding leave” means a leave of absence from employment by an employee for:

(A) the employee’s pregnancy;

(B) the birth of the employee’s child; or

(C) the initial placement of a child 18 years of age or younger with
the employee for the purpose of adoption or foster care.

(3) “Domestic partner” has the same meaning as in 17 V.S.A. § 2414.

(4) “Employee” means an individual who receives payments with respect to services performed for an employer from which the employer is required to withhold Vermont income tax pursuant to 32 V.S.A. chapter 151, subchapter 4.

(5) “Employer” means an individual, organization, governmental body, partnership, association, corporation, legal representative, trustee, receiver, trustee in bankruptcy, and any common carrier by rail, motor, water, air, or express company doing business in or operating within this State.

(6) “Family care leave” means a leave of absence from employment by an employee for a serious illness of the employee’s family member.

(7) “Family member” means:
   (A) the employee’s child or foster child;
   (B) a step child or ward who lives with the employee;
   (C) the employee’s spouse, domestic partner, or civil union partner;
   (D) the employee’s parent or the parent of the employee’s spouse, domestic partner, or civil union partner;
   (E) the employee’s sibling;
   (F) the employee’s grandparent;
   (G) the employee’s grandchild; or
   (H) a child for whom the employee stands in loco parentis or an individual who stood in loco parentis for the employee when he or she was a child.

(8) “In loco parentis” means a child for whom the employee has day-to-day responsibilities to care for and financially support, or, in the case of the employee, an individual who had such responsibility for the employee when he or she was a child.

(9) “Medical leave” means a leave of absence from employment by an employee for his or her own serious illness.

(10) “Qualified employee” means an employee who has:
   (A) earned wages from which contributions were withheld pursuant to sections 573 and 574 of this subchapter during at least two of the last four completed calendar quarters; and
(B) earned wages from which contributions were withheld pursuant to sections 573 and 574 of this subchapter during the last four completed calendar quarters in an amount that is equal to or greater than 1,040 hours at the minimum wage established pursuant to section 384 of this chapter.

(11) “Serious illness” means an accident, disease, or physical or mental condition that:

(A) poses imminent danger of death;
(B) requires inpatient care in a hospital; or
(C) requires continuing in-home care under the direction of a physician.

(12) “Vermont average weekly wage” means the most recent average weekly wage for Vermont as calculated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

(13) “Wages” means payments that are included in the definition of wages set forth in 26 U.S.C. § 3401.

§ 572. FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE INSURANCE PROGRAM; ADMINISTRATION

(a) The Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program is established in the Department of Labor for the provision of Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits to eligible employees pursuant to this section.

(b)(1) The Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall endeavor to identify and contract with a suitable insurance company to provide paid family and medical leave insurance in accordance with this subchapter.

(2)(A) On or before July 1, 2019, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, in consultation with the Commissioners of Human Resources, of Labor, and of Taxes, shall develop and issue a request for information related to the provision of family and medical leave insurance by a private insurance carrier on behalf of the State that satisfies the requirements of this subchapter. The request for information shall also seek input regarding the cost and administrative feasibility of the insurance carrier administering the collection of contributions on behalf of the Department of Taxes pursuant to section 574 of this subchapter.

(B) Responses to the request for information shall be due on or before August 15, 2019.

(3) On or before September 1, 2019, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, in consultation with the Commissioners of Human Resources, of Labor, and of Taxes, shall develop and issue a request for proposals for an
insurance carrier to provide family and medical leave insurance that satisfies the requirements of this subchapter. An insurance carrier shall not be selected unless it can demonstrate that it would be able to provide the required insurance benefits and comply with the provisions of this subchapter in a more cost-effective manner than if the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program were administered by the State.

(4) The Commissioner of Financial Regulation, in consultation with the Commissioners of Human Resources, of Labor, and of Taxes, shall evaluate the proposals received in response to the request for proposals and shall select, on or before November 15, 2019, the proposal that the Commissioner determines:

(A) best satisfies the requirements of this subchapter;

(B) will provide the required insurance benefits and comply with the provisions of this subchapter in a more cost-effective manner than if the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program were administered by the State; and

(C) delivers the greatest value to the State and Vermont’s employees and employers.

(5) An agreement with an insurance carrier to provide family and medical leave insurance pursuant to this section shall include provisions that:

(A) permit the Commissioner of Financial Regulation to terminate the agreement for noncompliance with this chapter; and

(B) in the event the General Assembly enacts legislation providing for mandatory coverage for medical leave, require the Commissioner of Financial Regulation and the insurance carrier to reopen the agreement to make any amendments that are necessary to ensure that the agreement complies with the requirements of the legislation.

(6)(A) An agreement with an insurance carrier pursuant to this subsection shall be for a period of not more than four years.

(B) Not later than six months prior to the expiration of the agreement pursuant to this subsection, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall determine whether to renew the agreement for an additional period of not more than four years or to issue a new request for proposals for an insurance carrier to provide family and medical leave insurance that satisfies the requirements of this subchapter.

(7) The insurance carrier shall have its books and financial records related to the provision of family and medical leave insurance pursuant to this
subchapter audited annually and shall provide a copy of the annual audit to the
Commissioner of Financial Regulation.

(c)(1) In the event that the Commissioner of Financial Regulation is unable
to secure a suitable insurance carrier pursuant to subsection (b) of this section,
the Paid Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program shall be administered
by the Department of Labor pursuant to the provisions of this subchapter.

(2) In the event that the Paid Family and Medical leave Insurance
Program is administered by the Department of Labor, the Commissioner of
Labor may contract with one or more third-party administrators for actuarial
support, Program and fund administration, the processing of benefits claims
and payments, and the initial determination of appeals.

§ 573. CONTRIBUTIONS

(a) An employer that does not elect to meet its obligations under this
subchapter as provided pursuant to section 577 shall remit the contributions
required by subsection (b) of this section to the Commissioner of Taxes on a
quarterly basis as provided pursuant to 32 V.S.A. § 5842(a)(1) beginning with
the calendar quarter that starts on April 1, 2020.

(b)(1)(A) Contributions for bonding and family care insurance shall be
equal to 0.20 percent of each employee’s covered wages.

(B) Contributions for medical leave benefits for employees who have
elected to obtain coverage pursuant to section 577a of this subchapter shall be
equal to 0.38 percent of the employee’s covered wages.

(2) An employer shall have the option of paying some or all of the
contributions due from an employee’s covered wages or may deduct and
withhold the full amount of the contribution due from the employee’s covered
wages.

(c) As used in this section, the term “covered wages” shall include all
wages paid to an employee up to the amount of the maximum Social Security
Taxable Wage.

(d)(1) The General Assembly shall annually review and, if necessary,
adjust the rates of contribution established pursuant to subsection (b) of this
section for the next fiscal year. The rates shall equal the amount necessary to
provide Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits pursuant to this
subchapter, to administer the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program
during the next fiscal year, and, if a reserve is necessary, to ensure that it is
adequately funded.

(2) On or before February 1 of each year, the Commissioner of
Financial Regulation, in consultation with the insurance carrier that the State has contracted with, if any, and the Commissioners of Labor and of Taxes, shall report to the General Assembly the rates of contribution necessary to provide Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits pursuant to this subchapter, to administer the Program during the next fiscal year, and, if a reserve is necessary, to ensure that it is adequately funded.

§ 574. COLLECTION OF CONTRIBUTIONS; REMITTANCE

(a) The Commissioner of Taxes shall collect all contributions required pursuant to section 573 of this subchapter and deposit them into the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund.

(b)(1) The Commissioner of Taxes shall require the withholding of the contributions required pursuant to section 573 of this subchapter from wages paid by any employer, as if the contributions were an additional Vermont income tax subject to the withholding requirements of 32 V.S.A. § 5841(a).

(2) An employer that has received approval from the Commissioner of Financial Regulation for an alternative insurance or benefit plan pursuant to the provisions of section 577 shall not be required to withhold contributions pursuant to this section.

(c)(1) The Commissioner of Taxes may enter into a memorandum of understanding with the private insurance carrier contracted with by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation pursuant to section 572 of this subchapter, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, or the Commissioner of Labor as necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.

(2) The Commissioner of Taxes may contract with the private insurance carrier contracted with by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation pursuant to section 572 of this subchapter to administer the collection of contributions pursuant to this section.

§ 575. BENEFITS

(a)(1) A qualified employee shall be permitted to receive a total of not more than 12 weeks of Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits in a calendar year, which may include:

(A) up to 12 weeks of benefits for bonding leave taken by the employee, provided that if both parents are qualified employees they shall be permitted to receive a combined total of not more than 16 weeks of Parental and Family Leave Insurance benefits in a calendar year for bonding leave;
(B) up to eight weeks of benefits for family care leave taken by the employee; and

(C) for an employee who has elected to obtain medical leave coverage pursuant to the provisions of section 577a of this subchapter, up to six weeks of benefits for medical leave taken by the employee.

(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1)(B) of this subsection, with respect to a serious illness of an individual who is a sibling or grandparent of one or more qualified employees, the qualified employees who are a sibling or grandchild of that individual shall be permitted to receive a combined total of not more than six weeks of Parental and Family Leave Insurance benefits in a calendar year for family care leave related to that individual.

(b)(1) The weekly benefit amount for a qualified employee awarded Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits under this section shall be determined as follows:

(A) the portion of the qualified employee’s average weekly wage that is less than or equal to 55 percent of the Vermont average weekly wage shall be replaced at a rate of 90 percent; and

(B) the portion of the qualified employee’s average weekly wage that is greater than 55 percent of the Vermont average weekly wage shall be replaced at a rate of 55 percent.

(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) of this subsection, no qualified employee may receive Parental and Family Leave Insurance benefits that exceed the Vermont average weekly wage.

(c)(1)(A) Each qualified employee shall complete a waiting period before he or she may receive benefits for a medical leave or family care leave.

(B) The waiting period shall consist of the first five calendar days in a calendar year for which the qualified employee would otherwise be eligible to receive benefits for a medical leave or family care leave.

(C) Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits shall not be payable for any day in the waiting period.

(2) A qualified employee shall only have one waiting period in a calendar year.

(3) No waiting period shall be required before a qualified employee is eligible to receive Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits in relation to a bonding leave.

(d) A qualified employee may receive Family and Medical Leave
Insurance benefits for an intermittent leave or leave for a portion of a week. The benefit amount for an intermittent leave or leave for a portion of a week shall be calculated in increments of one full day or one fifth of the qualified employee’s weekly benefit amount.

(e) Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits paid pursuant to this subchapter may be used as wage replacement for a leave taken pursuant to section 472 of this title or the federal Family and Medical Leave Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 2611–2654. The receipt of benefits paid pursuant to this subchapter shall not extend the leave provided pursuant to section 472 of this title or the federal Family and Medical Leave Act.

(f)(1) A qualified employee shall not be permitted to receive Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits for any day for which he or she is receiving:

(A) wages;
(B) payment for the use of vacation leave, sick leave, or other accrued paid leave;
(C) payment pursuant to a disability insurance plan;
(D) unemployment insurance benefits pursuant to chapter 17 of this title or the law of any other state; or
(E) compensation for temporary partial disability or temporary total disability pursuant to chapter 9 of this title, the workers’ compensation law of any state, or any similar law of the United States.

(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) of this subsection, an employer may provide its employees with additional income to supplement the amount of the benefits provided pursuant to this section provided that the sum of the additional income and the benefits provided pursuant to this section does not exceed the employee’s average weekly wage.

§ 576. APPLICATION FOR BENEFITS; PAYMENT; TAX WITHHOLDING

(a) A qualified employee, or his or her agent, shall file an application for Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits under this subchapter on a form approved by the Commissioner of Labor. The determination of whether the qualified employee is eligible to receive Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits shall be based on the following criteria:

(1) The claim is for a bonding leave, a family care leave, or, if applicable, a medical leave and the need for the leave is adequately documented.
(2) The claimant satisfies the requirements to be a qualified employee as defined pursuant to subdivision 571(10) of this subchapter.

(3) The claimant has specified the anticipated start date and duration of the leave.

(b)(1) A determination shall be made in relation to each claim within not more than five business days after the date the claim is filed. The time to make a determination on a claim may be extended by not more than 15 business days if necessary to obtain documents or information that are needed to make the determination.

(2) An application for Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits may be filed:

(A) up to 60 days before an anticipated leave; or

(B) in the event of a premature birth or an unanticipated serious illness, within 60 days after the leave begins.

(3)(A) Benefits shall be paid to a qualified employee for the time period beginning on the day his or her leave began less any waiting period required pursuant to subsection 575(c) of this subchapter.

(B) The first benefit payment shall be sent to the qualified employee within 14 days after the leave begins or the claim is approved, whichever is later, and subsequent payments shall be sent biweekly.

(4) The provisions of section 1367 of this title shall apply to Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits.

(c)(1) An individual filing a claim for Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits shall, at the time of filing, be advised that Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits may be subject to income tax and that the individual’s benefits may be subject to withholding.

(2) All procedures specified by 26 U.S.C. chapter 24 and 32 V.S.A. chapter 151, subchapter 4 pertaining to the withholding of income tax shall be followed in relation to the payment of Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits.

(d) As used in this section, “agent” means an individual who holds a valid power of attorney for the employee or other legal authorization to act on the employee’s behalf that is acceptable to the Commissioner of Labor.

§ 577. EMPLOYER OPTION; ALTERNATIVE INSURANCE OR BENEFITS

(a) As an alternative to and in lieu of participating in the Family and
Medical Leave Insurance Program, an employer may, upon approval by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, comply with the requirements of this subchapter through the use of an alternative insurance plan or benefit plan that provides to all of its employees benefits for bonding and family care leave that are equivalent to or more generous than the benefits provided pursuant to this subchapter. An employer may elect to provide such benefits by:

(1) establishing and maintaining to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation self-insurance necessary to provide equivalent or more generous benefits;

(2) purchasing insurance coverage for the payment of equivalent or more generous benefits from any insurance carrier authorized to provide family and medical leave insurance in this State;

(3) establishing an employee benefits plan that provides equivalent or more generous benefits; or

(4) any combination of subdivisions (1) through (3) of this subsection.

(b)(1) The Commissioner of Financial Regulation may approve an alternative insurance or benefit plan under this section upon making a determination that it provides benefits that are equivalent to or more generous than the benefits provided pursuant to this subchapter.

(2)(A) Nothing in this section shall be construed to required that the benefits provided by an alternative insurance or benefit plan be identical to the benefits provided pursuant to this subchapter.

(B) The Commissioner shall determine whether the benefits provided by a proposed alternative insurance or benefit plan are equivalent to or more generous than the benefits provided pursuant to this subchapter by weighing the relative value of the alternative plan’s length of leave, wage replacement, and cost to employees against the provisions of this subchapter.

(C) The Commissioner shall not approve an alternative insurance or benefit plan under this section unless the plan either:

(i) provides employees with coverage for medical leave for a period of at least six weeks at the same level of wage replacement as the plan provides for family care leave; or

(ii) offers employees the option to obtain, at a reasonable cost, coverage for medical leave for a period of at least six weeks at the same level of wage replacement as the plan provides for family care leave.

(c)(1) Except as otherwise provided pursuant to subdivision (4) of this subsection, an alternative insurance or benefit plan shall only be permitted to
become effective on January 1 following its approval and shall remain in effect until it is discontinued pursuant to subdivision (3) of this subsection.

(2)(A) An employer shall submit an application to the Commissioner of Financial Regulation for approval of a new or modified alternative insurance or benefit plan on or before October 15 of the calendar year prior to when it shall take effect.

(B) The Commissioner shall make a determination and notify the employer of whether its application has been approved on or before December 1. If the application is approved, the Commissioner shall also provide a copy of the notice to the Commissioners of Labor and of Taxes on or before December 1.

(3) An employer may discontinue its alternative insurance or benefit plan on January 1 of any year by filing notice of its intent to discontinue the plan with the Commissioners of Financial Regulation, of Labor, and of Taxes on or before November 1 of the prior year.

(4)(A) Notwithstanding any provisions of subdivisions (1) and (2) of this subsection to the contrary, for calendar year 2020, an employer shall submit an application for a new alternative insurance or benefit plan on or before February 1.

(B) The Commissioner shall make a determination and notify the employer of whether its application has been approved on or before March 15. If the application is approved, the Commissioner shall also provide a copy of the notice to the Commissioners of Labor and of Taxes on or before March 15.

(C) Beginning on April 1, 2020, an employer that receives approval for an alternative insurance or benefit plan pursuant to this subdivision (4) shall be exempt from withholding contributions as provided pursuant to subdivision 574(b)(2) of this subchapter.

(d) Nothing in this subchapter shall be construed to diminish an employer’s obligation to comply with any collective bargaining agreement or paid time off policy that provides more generous benefits than the benefits provided pursuant to this subchapter.

§ 577a. MEDICAL LEAVE COVERAGE; ELECTION

(a)(1) An employee may elect to obtain coverage for medical leave by submitting an enrollment form approved by the Commissioner of Taxes to either:

(A) his or her employer and the Commissioner of Taxes; or

(B) if his or her employer has received approval for an alternative
insurance or benefits plan pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter, his or her employer.

(2) An employee who elects to enroll in medical leave coverage shall submit the form required pursuant to subdivision (a)(1) of this section not later than December 1 of the year prior to the year in which the employee intends to begin medical leave coverage.

(b)(1) An employee who has enrolled in medical leave coverage pursuant to the provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall become liable for the additional contribution amount required pursuant to subdivision 573(b)(1)(B) of this subchapter or the additional cost for medical leave coverage under his or her employer’s alternative plan beginning on the next January 1 following his or her enrollment.

(2)(A) An employee who enrolls in medical leave coverage through the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program shall remain enrolled for a minimum period of three years. At the conclusion of his or her initial three-year period, and annually thereafter, the employee may discontinue his or her medical leave coverage pursuant to subsection (c) of this section.

(B) An employee who enrolls in medical leave coverage through an alternative insurance or benefits plan offered by his or her employer shall remain enrolled for the minimum period required pursuant to the plan. At the conclusion of the minimum required period, and annually thereafter, the employee may discontinue his or her medical leave coverage pursuant to subsection (c) of this section.

(3) The employee shall be liable for the additional medical leave contribution amount required pursuant to subdivision 573(b)(1)(B) of this subchapter or the additional cost for medical leave coverage under his or her employer’s alternative plan until he or she discontinues medical leave coverage pursuant to subsection (c) of this section.

(4) The employee shall become eligible to use medical leave benefits upon satisfying the requirements to be a qualified employee pursuant to subdivision 571(10) of this subchapter or meeting the eligibility requirements for his or her employer’s alternative insurance or benefits plan, as appropriate.

(c)(1) An employee may discontinue medical leave coverage by submitting, not later than December 1, of the year prior to the calendar year in which the employee intends to discontinue coverage, a form approved by the Commissioner of Taxes to either:

(A) his or her employer and the Commissioner of Taxes; or

(B) if his or her employer has received approval for an alternative
insurance or benefits plan pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter, his or her employer.

(2) On the next January 1 after the timely submission of the form required pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection, the employee shall no longer:

(A) be eligible for medical leave benefits; and

(B) be liable for the additional contribution amount required pursuant to subdivision 573(b)(1)(B) of this subchapter or the additional cost for medical leave coverage under his or her employer’s alternative plan.

(d)(1) An employee who is ceasing employment in Vermont or becoming self-employed may discontinue his or her medical leave coverage effective on his or her last day of employment by submitting a form approved by the Commissioner of Taxes to either:

(A) his or her employer and the Commissioner of Taxes; or

(B) if his or her employer has received approval for an alternative insurance or benefits plan pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter, his or her employer.

(2) Upon the effective date of the employee’s discontinuation of coverage, he or she shall no longer be:

(A) eligible for medical leave benefits; and

(B) liable for the additional contribution amount required pursuant to subdivision 573(b)(1)(B) of this subchapter or the additional cost for medical leave coverage under his or her employer’s alternative plan.

(e)(1) For an employee who has elected to obtain medical leave coverage through the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program:

(A) If during the initial three-year period, he or she experiences a break in employment and is subsequently rehired by any employer participating in the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program, the employee shall remain enrolled in medical leave coverage and the period of his or her break in employment shall count toward the initial three-year period.

(B) If at any time, he or she separates from employment with an employer that is participating in the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program in order to take a job with another employer that is participating in the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program, the employee shall remain enrolled in medical leave coverage and, if applicable, the period of any break in employment shall count toward the initial three-year period.
(C) If at any time, he or she separates from employment with an employer that is participating in the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program and subsequently begins employment with an employer that has received approval for an alternative insurance or benefits plan pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter, the employee’s medical leave coverage under the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program shall cease on the day he or she commences employment with the new employer.

(2)(A) If an employee who has elected to obtain medical leave coverage through an alternative insurance or benefits plan approved pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter separates from employment with his or her employer that has received approval for an alternative plan in order to take a job with another employer, the employee’s medical leave coverage under the alternative plan shall cease on the day he or she separates from employment with the current employer.

(B) On the date the employee separates from employment, he or she shall no longer be eligible for medical leave benefits under the alternative plan, and shall no longer be liable for the additional cost for medical leave coverage under his or her former employer’s alternative plan.

(f)(1) Notwithstanding any provision of subsection (a) to the contrary, an employee who elects to enroll in medical leave coverage for calendar year 2020, shall, on or before March 1, 2020, submit an enrollment form approved by the Commissioner of Taxes to either:

(A) the Commissioner of Taxes and his or her employer; or

(B) if his or her employer has received approval for an alternative insurance or benefits plan pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter, his or her employer.

(2) An employee who has enrolled in medical leave coverage pursuant to the provisions of subdivision (1) of this subsection shall become liable for the additional contribution amount required pursuant to subdivision 573(b)(1)(B) of this subchapter or the additional cost for medical leave coverage under his or her employer’s alternative plan beginning on April 1, 2020.

(3)(A) An employee who has enrolled pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection in medical leave coverage offered through the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program shall be eligible to discontinue that coverage on January 1, 2023 by submitting the required form not later than December 1, 2022.

(B) An employee who has enrolled pursuant to subdivision (1) of this
subsection in medical leave coverage offered through his or her employer’s alternative insurance or benefits plan shall be eligible to discontinue that coverage no later than January 1, 2023 by submitting the required form at least 30 days prior to the date on which his or her coverage will cease.

§ 578. DISQUALIFICATIONS
A qualified employee shall be disqualified for benefits for any week in which he or she has received:

(1) compensation for temporary partial disability or temporary total disability under the workers’ compensation law of any state or under a similar law of the United States; or

(2) unemployment insurance benefits under the law of any state.

§ 579. APPEALS
(a) An employer or employee aggrieved by a decision under section 576 or 578 of this subchapter may file an initial appeal of the decision with the insurance carrier that the State has contracted with.

(b) Within 20 days after receiving notice of the insurance carrier’s decision on the initial appeal, the employer or employee may appeal the decision to an administrative law judge as provided pursuant to sections 1348 and 1351–1357 of this title.

(c) Within 30 days after receiving notice of the administrative law judge’s decision, either party may appeal that decision to the Supreme Court.

§ 580. FALSE STATEMENT OR REPRESENTATION; PENALTY
A person who willfully makes a false statement or representation for the purpose of obtaining any benefit or payment or to avoid payment of any required contributions under the provisions of this subchapter, either for himself or herself or for any other person, after notice and opportunity for hearing, may be assessed an administrative penalty of not more than $20,000.00 and shall forfeit all or a portion of any right to benefits under the provisions of this subchapter, as determined to be appropriate by the Commissioner of Labor or Commissioner of Financial Regulation, as appropriate.

§ 581. REHIRING; LIMITED RIGHT; SENIORITY AND BENEFITS PROTECTED
(a)(1)(A) An employee who is not entitled to job protection pursuant to section 472 of this chapter and is separated from employment in relation to a leave for which he or she receives Family and Medical Leave Insurance
benefits pursuant to this subchapter shall have a limited right to be rehired by his or her employer following the conclusion of his or her leave.

(B) The employer shall offer the employee the first available suitable position based on the position the employee held at the time his or her leave began.

(C) If the employee declines the offer, he or she shall not be entitled to any further employment offers from the employer.

(2) An employee shall not be entitled to be rehired pursuant to the provisions of this section if:

(A) the employee fails to inform the employer of:
   (i) the need for the leave;
   (ii) his or her interest in being rehired at the conclusion of the leave; and
   (iii) the date on which his or her leave is anticipated to conclude;

(B) the employee had been given notice, or had given notice, prior to providing his or her employer with notice of the leave;

(C) the employer can demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that during the leave, or prior to the employee’s reinstatement, the employee’s position would have been terminated or the employee laid off for reasons unrelated to the leave or the reason for which the employee took the leave; or

(D) the employee has exhausted his or her right to job protection for the leave pursuant to section 472 of this chapter and the federal Family and Medical Leave Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 2611–2654.

(3) An employee’s right to be rehired pursuant to the provisions of this section shall expire two years after the date on which his or her leave concluded.

(b) Upon being rehired pursuant to the provisions of this section, an employee shall regain any seniority and unused accrued paid leave he or she was entitled to prior to the leave, less any accrued paid leave used during the leave.

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to diminish an employee’s rights pursuant to subsection 472(f) of this chapter.

(d)(1) An employee aggrieved by an employer’s failure to comply with the provisions of this section may bring an action in the Civil Division of the Superior Court in the county where the employment is located for
compensatory and punitive damages or equitable relief, including restraint of
prohibited acts, restitution of wages or other benefits, reinstatement, costs, and
other appropriate relief.

(2) A copy of the complaint shall be filed with the Commissioner of
Labor.

(3) The court shall award reasonable attorney’s fees to the employee if
he or she prevails.

§ 582. PROTECTION FROM RETALIATION OR INTERFERENCE

(a) An employer shall not discharge or in any other manner retaliate
against an employee who exercises or attempts to exercise his or her rights
under this subchapter. The provisions against retaliation in subdivision
495(a)(8) of this title shall apply to this subchapter.

(b) An employer shall not interfere with, restrain, or otherwise prevent an
employee from exercising or attempting to exercise his or her rights pursuant
to this subchapter.

(c) An employee aggrieved by a violation of the provisions of this
subchapter may bring an action in Superior Court seeking compensatory and
punitive damages or equitable relief, including restraint of prohibited acts,
restitution of wages or other benefits, reinstatement, costs, reasonable
attorney’s fees, and other appropriate relief.

§ 583. CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION

(a) Information obtained from an employer or individual in the
administration of this subchapter and determinations of an individual’s right to
receive benefits that reveal an employer’s or individual’s identity in any
manner shall be kept confidential and, to the extent that such information is
obtained by the State, shall be exempt from public inspection and copying
under the Public Records Act. Such information shall not be admissible as
evidence in any action or proceeding other than one brought pursuant to the
provisions of this subchapter.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section:

(1) an individual or his or her duly authorized agent may be provided
with information to the extent necessary for the proper presentation of his or
her claim for benefits or to inform him or her of his or her existing or
prospective rights to benefits; and

(2) an employer may be provided with information that the
Commissioner of Financial Regulation, of Labor, or of Taxes determines is
necessary to enable the employer to discharge fully its obligations and protect
its rights under this subchapter.

§ 584. RULEMAKING

(a) The Commissioner of Taxes shall adopt rules as necessary to implement the provisions of section 574 of this subchapter. The rules adopted by the Commissioner of Taxes shall include:

(1) procedures for the collection of contributions;

(2) reporting and record-keeping requirements for employers; and

(3) requirements for forms related to enrollment in medical leave coverage and discontinuance of medical leave coverage.

(b) The Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall adopt rules as necessary to implement the provisions of section 577 of this subchapter. The rules adopted by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall include requirements and criteria for the approval of an employer’s alternative insurance or benefit plan pursuant to section 577 of this subchapter and for determining whether a proposed plan provides benefits that are equivalent to or more generous than the benefits provided pursuant to this subchapter.

(c)(1) The Commissioner of Labor shall adopt rules as necessary to implement all other provisions of this subchapter. The rules adopted by the Commissioner of Labor shall include:

(A) acceptable documentation for demonstrating eligibility for benefits;

(B) requirements for providing certification from a health care provider of the need for family care leave or medical leave that are modeled on the federal rules governing certification of a serious health condition under the Family and Medical Leave Act;

(C) requirements for obtaining authorization for an individual’s health care provider to disclose information necessary to make a determination of the individual’s eligibility for benefits;

(D) procedures for appeals pursuant to subsection 579(b) of this subchapter; and

(E) rules to permit an employee to authorize the Department, in compliance with all applicable provisions of federal law, to disclose unemployment insurance information to the insurance carrier as necessary to determine if the employee meets the requirements to be a qualified employee as defined pursuant to subdivision 571(10) of this subchapter.

(2) The Commissioner of Labor shall create a form that will permit an
employee to provide informed consent for the Department to disclose unemployment insurance information to the insurance carrier as necessary to determine if the employee meets the requirements to be a qualified employee as defined pursuant to subdivision 571(10) of this subchapter. The form shall satisfy all applicable requirements under federal law.

§ 585. FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE INSURANCE SPECIAL FUND

The Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund is created pursuant to 32 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 5. The Fund shall consist of contributions collected from employers pursuant to section 574 of this subchapter. The Fund may be expended by the Commissioner of Taxes for the payment of premiums related to the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program and by the Commissioners of Financial Regulation, of Labor, and of Taxes for the administration of the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program. All interest earned on Fund balances shall be credited to the Fund.

Sec. 3. 21 V.S.A. § 586 is added to read:

§ 586. OVERPAYMENT OF BENEFITS; COLLECTION

(a)(1) Any individual who by nondisclosure or misrepresentation of a material fact, by him or her or by another person, has received Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits when he or she failed to fulfill a requirement for the receipt of benefits pursuant to this chapter or while he or she was disqualified from receiving benefits pursuant to section 578 of this chapter shall be liable to repay to the Commissioner of Labor the amount received.

(2) Upon determining that an individual has received benefits under this chapter that he or she was not entitled to, the Commissioner of Labor shall provide the individual with notice of the determination. The notice shall include a statement that the individual is liable to repay to the Commissioner the amount of overpaid benefits and shall identify the basis of the overpayment and the time period in which the benefits were paid.

(3) The determination shall be made within not more than three years after the date of the overpayment.

(b)(1) An individual liable under this section shall repay the overpaid amount to the Commissioner for deposit into the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund.

(2) If the Commissioner finds that the individual intentionally misrepresented or failed to disclose a material fact with respect to his or her claim for benefits, in addition to the repayment under subdivision (1) of this subsection, the person shall pay an additional penalty of 15 percent of the amount of the overpaid benefits, which shall also be deposited into the Fund.
(3) The Commissioner may collect the amounts due under this section in civil action in the Superior Court.

(c) If an individual is liable to repay any amount pursuant to this section, the Commissioner may withhold, in whole or in part, any future benefits payable to the individual pursuant to this chapter and credit the withheld benefits against the amount due from the individual until it is repaid in full, less any penalties assessed under subdivision (b)(2) of this section.

(d) In addition to the remedy provided pursuant to this section, an individual who intentionally misrepresented or failed to disclose a material fact with respect to his or her claim for benefits may be subject to the penalties provided pursuant to section 580 of this title.

Sec. 4. ADOPTION OF RULES

(a) On or before January 1, 2020, the Commissioner of Taxes shall adopt rules necessary to implement the provisions of 21 V.S.A. § 574, which shall include:

(1) procedures for the collection of contributions;
(2) reporting and record-keeping requirements for employers; and
(3) requirements for forms related to enrollment in medical leave coverage and discontinuance of medical leave coverage.

(b) On or before January 1, 2020, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall adopt rules as necessary to implement the provisions of 21 V.S.A. § 577. The rules adopted by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall include requirements and criteria for the approval of an employer’s alternative insurance or benefit plan pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 577 and for determining whether a proposed plan provides benefits that are equivalent to or more generous than the benefits provided pursuant to 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13.

(c) On or before June 1, 2020, the Commissioner of Labor shall adopt rules necessary to implement all other provisions of 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13, which shall include:

(1) acceptable documentation for demonstrating eligibility for benefits;
(2) requirements for providing certification from a health care provider of the need for family care leave or medical leave that are modeled on the federal rules governing certification of a serious health condition under the Family and Medical Leave Act;
(3) requirements for obtaining authorization for an individual’s health
care provider to disclose information necessary to make a determination of the individual’s eligibility for benefits;

(4) procedures for appealing a decision pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 579(b);

(5) the establishment of the existence of an in loco parentis relationship between an employee and another individual; and

(6) rules to permit an employee to authorize the Department, in compliance with all applicable provisions of federal law, to disclose unemployment insurance information to the insurance carrier as necessary to determine if the employee meets the requirements to be a qualified employee as defined pursuant to subdivision 571(10) of this chapter.

Sec. 5. EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

On or before June 1, 2020, the Commissioner of Labor shall develop and make available on the Department of Labor’s website information and materials to educate and inform employers and employees about the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program established pursuant to 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13.

Sec. 6. ESTABLISHMENT OF FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE INSURANCE PROGRAM; EXPENDITURES FROM SPECIAL FUND

The Commissioner of Finance and Management may, pursuant to 32 V.S.A. § 588(4)(C), issue warrants for expenditures from the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund necessary to establish the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program in anticipation of the receipt on or after April 1, 2020 of contributions submitted pursuant to 21 V.S.A. §§ 573 and 574.

Sec. 7. ADEQUACY OF RESERVES; REPORT

Annually, on or before January 15, 2021, 2022, and 2023, the Commissioner of Labor, in consultation with the Commissioners of Finance and Management, of Financial Regulation, and of Taxes, shall submit a written report to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, and on Ways and Means and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Finance regarding the amount and adequacy of the reserves in the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund and any recommendations for legislative action necessary to ensure that an adequate reserve is maintained in the Fund.

Sec. 8. 21 V.S.A. § 471 is amended to read:

§ 471. DEFINITIONS
As used in this subchapter:

(1) “Employer” means an individual, organization or governmental body, partnership, association, corporation, legal representative, trustee, receiver, trustee in bankruptcy, and any common carrier by rail, motor, water, air or express company doing business in or operating within this State which for the purposes of parental leave that employs 10 or more individuals who are employed for an average of at least 30 hours per week during a year and for the purposes of family leave employs 15 or more individuals for an average of at least 30 hours per week during a year.

* * *

(3) “Family leave” means a leave of absence from employment by an employee who works for an employer which that employs 15 or more individuals who are employed for an average of at least 30 hours per week during the year for one of the following reasons:

(A) the serious illness of the employee; or

(B) the serious illness of the employee’s child, stepchild or ward who lives with the employee, foster child, parent, spouse or parent of the employee’s spouse family member;

(4) “Parental leave” means a leave of absence from employment by an employee who works for an employer which employs 10 or more individuals who are employed for an average of at least 30 hours per week during the year for one of the following reasons:

(C) the employee’s pregnancy;

(A)(D) the birth of the employee’s child; or

(B)(E) the initial placement of a child 18 years of age or younger with the employee for the purpose of adoption or foster care.

(4) “Family member” means:

(A) the employee’s child or foster child;

(B) a step child or ward who lives with the employee;

(C) the employee’s spouse, domestic partner, or civil union partner;

(D) the employee’s parent or the parent of the employee’s spouse, domestic partner, or civil union partner;

(E) the employee’s sibling;

(F) the employee’s grandparent;
(G) the employee’s grandchild; or

(H) a child for whom the employee stands in loco parentis or an individual who stood in loco parentis for the employee when he or she was a child.

* * *

(6) “Commissioner” means the Commissioner of Labor.

(7) “Domestic partner” has the same meaning as in 17 V.S.A. § 2414.

(8) “In loco parentis” means a child for whom the employee has day-to-day responsibilities to care for and financially support, or, in the case of the employee, an individual who had such responsibility for the employee when he or she was a child.

Sec. 9. 21 V.S.A. § 472 is amended to read:

§ 472. FAMILY LEAVE

(a) During any 12-month period, an employee shall be entitled to take unpaid leave for a period not to exceed 12 weeks for the following reasons:

(1) for parental leave, during the employee’s pregnancy and;

(2) following the birth of an the employee’s child or;

(3) within a year following the initial placement of a child 16-18 years of age or younger with the employee for the purpose of adoption or foster care;

(2)(4) for family leave, for the serious illness of the employee; or

(5) the serious illness of the employee’s child, stepchild or ward of the employee who lives with the employee, foster child, parent, spouse, or parent of the employee’s spouse, family member.

(b) During the leave, at the employee’s option, the employee may use accrued sick leave or, vacation leave or, any other accrued paid leave, not to exceed six weeks. Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits pursuant to subchapter 13 of this chapter, or short-term disability insurance or other insurance benefits. Utilization Use of accrued paid leave, Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits, or other insurance benefits shall not extend the leave provided herein by this section.

* * *

(d) The employer shall post and maintain in a conspicuous place in and about each of his or her its places of business printed notices of the provisions of this subchapter on forms provided by the Commissioner of Labor.
(e)(1) An employee shall give his or her employer reasonable written notice of intent to take family leave under this subchapter. Notice shall include the date the leave is expected to commence and the estimated duration of the leave.

(2) In the case of the adoption or birth of a child, an employer shall not require that notice be given more than six weeks prior to the anticipated commencement of the leave.

(3) In the case of an unanticipated serious illness or premature birth, the employee shall give the employer notice of the commencement of the leave as soon as practicable.

(4) In the case of serious illness of the employee or a member of the employee’s family, an employer may require certification from a physician to verify the condition and the amount and necessity for the leave requested.

(5) An employee may return from leave earlier than estimated upon approval of the employer.

(6) An employee shall provide reasonable notice to the employer of his or her need to extend the leave to the extent provided by this chapter.

* * *

(h) Except for a serious illness of the employee, an employee who does not return to employment with the employer who provided the family leave shall return to the employer the value of any compensation paid to or on behalf of the employee during the leave, except payments of Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits and payments or for accrued sick leave, vacation leave, or other paid leave. An employer may elect to waive the rights provided pursuant to this subsection.

Sec. 10. 21 V.S.A. § 1344 is amended to read:

§ 1344. DISQUALIFICATIONS

(a) An individual shall be disqualified for benefits:

* * *

(5) For any week with respect to which the individual is receiving or has received remuneration in the form of:

* * *

(F) Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits pursuant to chapter 5, subchapter 13 of this title.

* * *
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Sec. 11. 21 V.S.A. § 1325 is amended to read:

§ 1325. EMPLOYERS’ EXPERIENCE-RATING RECORDS; DISCLOSURE TO SUCCESSOR ENTITY

(a)(1) The Commissioner shall maintain an experience-rating record for each employer. Benefits paid shall be charged against the experience-rating record of each subject employer who provided base-period wages to the eligible individual. Each subject employer’s experience-rating charge shall bear the same ratio to total benefits paid as the total base-period wages paid by that employer bear to the total base-period wages paid to the individual by all base-period employers. The experience-rating record of an individual subject base-period employer shall not be charged for benefits paid to an individual under any of the following conditions:

* * *

(G) The individual was employed by that employer as a result of another employee taking leave under chapter 5, subchapter 13 of this title, and the individual’s employment was terminated as a result of the reinstatement of the other employee following his or her leave under chapter 5, subchapter 13 of this title.

* * *

Sec. 12. SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUAL; OPT-IN; REPORT

On or before January 15, 2021, the Commissioner of Labor, in consultation with the insurance carrier that the State has contracted with, if any, and the Commissioners of Financial Regulation and of Taxes, shall submit a written report to the House Committee on General, Housing, and Military Affairs and the Senate Committee on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs regarding the potential for permitting self-employed individuals to elect to obtain coverage through the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program. In particular, the report shall examine the experience of other states that allow self-employed individuals to obtain coverage under their family and medical leave insurance programs, and the potential impact of permitting self-employed individuals to elect to obtain coverage through the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program on the Program, contribution rates, and administrative costs. The report shall also include a recommendation for legislative action necessary to permit self-employed individuals to elect to obtain coverage through the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program.

Sec. 13. POTENTIAL TRANSITION TO STATE-OPERATED FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE INSURANCE PROGRAM; REPORT

On or before January 15, 2023, the Commissioner of Labor, in consultation
with the Commissioners of Financial Regulation and of Taxes, shall report to
the House Committee on General, Housing, and Military Affairs and the
Senate Committee on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs
regarding the potential for transitioning the Family and Medical Leave
Insurance Program to a program that is fully administered and operated by the
State. The report shall identify the potential costs to the State of such a
transition and the amount of time necessary to successfully accomplish the
transition, as well as the expected impacts on contribution rates, administrative
efficiency, and the experience of employers and employees. The report shall
also examine and contrast the potential benefits and drawbacks of ensuring the
solvency of a program that is fully administered and operated by the State by
either maintaining a reserve or obtaining reinsurance. The report shall include
a recommendation regarding whether the Family and Medical Leave Insurance
Program should transition to a program that is fully administered and operated
by the State.

Sec. 14. 3 V.S.A. § 638 is added to read:

§ 638. FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE INSURANCE

(a) All State employees shall be provided with family and medical leave
insurance that satisfies the requirements of 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13.

(b) The State shall bargain with the appropriate collective bargaining
representative for each bargaining unit of State employees to determine:

(1) whether State employees will be covered by the Family and Medical
Leave Insurance Program or an alternative insurance or benefit plan
established pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 577;

(2) if the State employees will be covered by the Family and Medical
Leave Insurance Program, the portion of the contribution rate established
pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 573 that the State and the employees will be
responsible for; and

(3) if the State employees will be covered by an alternative insurance or
benefit plan established pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 577, the cost of the program to
the employees, and the length of leave and level of wage replacement that the
employees will be eligible for.

(c)(1) The contribution rate determined pursuant to subdivision (b)(2) of
this section or the cost of the plan to the employees determined pursuant to
subdivision (b)(3) of this section shall be the same for all State employees,
regardless of whether the employees are permitted to collectively bargain
pursuant to 3 V.S.A. chapter 27 or 28.

(2) The length of leave and level of wage replacement determined
pursuant to subdivision (b)(3) of this section shall be the same for all State employees, regardless of whether the employees are permitted to collectively bargain pursuant to 3 V.S.A. chapter 27 or 28.

(3) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) and (2) of this subsection, the sworn Vermont State Police Officers below the rank of Lieutenant shall not be required to have the same rate of contribution or the same cost of the plan, length of leave, and level of wage replacement as other State employees.

Sec. 15. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION; REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS; REPORTS

(a) On or before July 15, 2019, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall submit a copy of the request for information to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, and on Ways and Means and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Finance.

(b) On or before September, 1, 2019, the Commissioner of Finance shall submit a brief summary of the responses to the request for information together with copies of all the responses to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, and on Ways and Means and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Finance. The Commissioner of Financial Regulation may redact confidential business information from the copies of the responses to the request for information before submitting them.

(c) On or before September 15, 2019, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall submit a copy of the request for proposals to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, and on Ways and Means and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Finance.

(d) On or before December 15, 2019, the Commissioner of Financial Regulation shall submit a written report summarizing the outcome of the request for proposal process to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, and on Ways and Means and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Finance.

Sec. 16. PLAN FOR STATE OPERATION OF FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE INSURANCE PROGRAM; REPORT

In the event that the Commissioner of Financial Regulation is unable to secure a suitable insurance company to provide paid family and medical leave
insurance pursuant to the provisions of 21 V.S.A. § 572(b), the Commissioner of Labor, in consultation with the Commissioners of Financial Regulation and of Taxes, shall, on or before January 15, 2020, submit a written report outlining a plan for the State to operate the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, and on Ways and Means and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Finance. The report shall include a detailed explanation of how the State will implement Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program and carry out the requirements of 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13, including specific details and requirements related to staffing, information technology development, the development of rules and procedures, ensuring adequate reserves in the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund, and, if applicable, the utilization of one or more third-party administrators. The report shall also include a recommendation for any legislative action necessary for the State to successfully implement the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program.

Sec. 17. APPROPRIATIONS; POSITIONS

(a)(1) The sum of $1,000,000.00 is appropriated from the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund to the Department of Taxes in fiscal year 2020 for temporary staffing needs related to the adoption of rules, the development of information technology systems necessary to implement the provisions of 21 V.S.A. § 574, and, if applicable, to contract with the private insurance carrier selected pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 572 to administer the collection of Family and Medical Leave Insurance contributions.

(2) The sum of $217,900.00 is appropriated from the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Special Fund to the Department of Labor for staffing needs related to the adoption of rules and for the development of forms, procedures, and outreach and education materials related to the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program established pursuant to 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13.

(b) The establishment of one new administrator position in the Department of Labor is authorized in fiscal year 2020.

Sec. 18. 32 V.S.A. § 3102 is amended to read:

§ 3102. CONFIDENTIALITY OF TAX RECORDS

* * *

(d) The Commissioner shall disclose a return or return information:

* * *
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(7) to the Joint Fiscal Office pursuant to subsection 10503(e) of this title and subject to the conditions and limitations specified in that subsection; and

(8) to the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, the Commissioner of Labor, or the private insurance carrier contracted with by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation pursuant to 21 V.S.A. § 572, provided the information is related to the administration of the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program created pursuant to 21 V.S.A. chapter 5, subchapter 13.

* * *

Sec. 19. 21 V.S.A. § 1314 is amended to read:

§ 1314. REPORTS AND RECORDS; SEPARATION INFORMATION; DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY; FAILURE TO REPORT EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION; DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO OTHER STATE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE MISCLASSIFICATION OR MISCODING

* * *

(e)(1) Subject to such restrictions as the Board may by regulation prescribe by rule, information from unemployment insurance records may be made available to any public officer or public agency of this or any other state or the federal government dealing with the administration or regulation of relief, public assistance, unemployment compensation, a system of public employment offices, wages and hours of employment, workers’ compensation, misclassification or miscoding of workers, occupational safety and health, or a public works program for purposes appropriate to the necessary operation of those offices or agencies. The Commissioner may also make information available to colleges, universities, and public agencies of the State for use in connection with research projects of a public service nature, and to the Vermont Economic Progress Council with regard to the administration of 32 V.S.A. chapter 105, subchapter 2; but no person associated with those institutions or agencies may disclose that information in any manner that would reveal the identity of any individual or employing unit from or concerning whom the information was obtained by the Commissioner.

* * *

(8)(A) The Department of Labor shall disclose, upon request, to the insurance carrier that the Commissioner of Financial Regulation has contracted with to operate the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program pursuant to section 572 of this title, any information in its records related to an identified individual that is necessary for the purpose of determining the individual’s eligibility for Family and Medical Leave Insurance benefits pursuant to
chapter 5, subchapter 13 of this title.

(B) The Commissioner shall enter into an agreement with the insurance carrier that governs the use of the disclosed information and complies with all requirements of 20 C.F.R. § 603.10.

(C) The information requested shall not be released unless the individual to whom the requested information relates has signed a consent form, approved by the Commissioner, that permits the release of the requested information.

(D) The requested information shall not be released unless the insurance carrier agrees to reimburse the Department of Labor for the costs involved in furnishing the requested information.

* * *

(For text see House Journal April 4, 2019)

Senate Proposal of Amendment to House Proposal of Amendment

S. 23

An act relating to increasing the minimum wage

The Senate concurs in the House proposal of amendment thereto by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 21 V.S.A. § 384(a) is amended to read:

(a)(1) An employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $9.15. Beginning on January 1, 2016, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $9.60. Beginning on January 1, 2017, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $10.00. Beginning on January 1, 2018, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $10.50, and beginning $10.78. Beginning on January 1, 2019 2020, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $11.50. Beginning on January 1, 2021, an employer shall not employ any employee at a rate of less than $12.20, and on each subsequent January 1, the minimum wage rate shall be increased by five percent or the percentage increase of the Consumer Price Index, CPI-U, U.S. city average, not seasonally adjusted, or successor index, as calculated by the U.S. Department of Labor or successor agency for the 12 months preceding the previous September 1, whichever is smaller, but in no event shall the minimum wage be decreased. The minimum wage shall be rounded off to the nearest $0.01.

(2) An employer in the hotel, motel, tourist place, and restaurant industry shall not employ a service or tipped employee at a basic wage rate
less than one-half the minimum wage. As used in this subsection, “a service or tipped employee” means an employee of a hotel, motel, tourist place, or restaurant who customarily and regularly receives more than $120.00 per month in tips for direct and personal customer service.

(3) If the minimum wage rate established by the U.S. government is greater than the rate established for Vermont for any year, the minimum wage rate for that year shall be the rate established by the U.S. government.

Sec. 2. INCREASES FOR EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN MEDICAID-PARTICIPATING PROVIDERS AND INDEPENDENT DIRECT SUPPORT PROVIDERS; REPORT

(a) On or before December 15, 2019, the Secretary of Human Services, in consultation with the Joint Fiscal Office and relevant service providers, shall submit a written report to the House Committees on Appropriations, on General, Housing, and Military Affairs, on Health Care, and on Human Services and the Senate Committees on Appropriations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Health and Welfare regarding the projected costs for fiscal years 2020 and 2021 of increasing Medicaid reimbursement rates to:

(1) Medicaid participating providers, including designated agencies, specialized service agencies, home health agencies, nursing homes, residential care homes, assisted living residences, and adult day agencies, by an amount necessary to facilitate the payment of wages to their employees who are providing services pursuant to the State Medicaid Program that are equal to at least the minimum wage set forth in 21 V.S.A. § 384; and

(2) independent direct support providers who are providing home- and community-based services pursuant to the State Medicaid Program to facilitate the payment of wages to those independent direct support providers that are equal to at least the minimum wage set forth in 21 V.S.A. § 384.

(b)(1) On or before August 15, 2019, the Secretary of Human Services shall request any documentation of wages and related costs that the Secretary determines to be necessary to develop the projections required pursuant to subsection (a) of this section from:

(A) Medicaid participating providers with employees who are providing services pursuant to the State Medicaid Program and earn wages that are at or near the minimum wage set forth in 21 V.S.A. § 384; and

(B) any fiscal services agency providing payroll services in relation to independent direct support providers who are providing home- and community-based services pursuant to the State Medicaid Program.
(2) Service providers and fiscal services agencies shall, on or before October 15, 2019, provide to the Secretary the documentation requested pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection.

(3) Any service provider that fails to provide the information requested by the Secretary pursuant to this subsection shall forfeit the right in fiscal years 2020 and 2021 to any increase in Medicaid reimbursement rates that is proposed pursuant to subsection (a) of this section.

Sec. 3. TIPPED AND STUDENT MINIMUM WAGE STUDY
COMMITTEE; REPORT

(a) Creation. There is created the tipped and student minimum wage study committee to examine the effects of altering or eliminating the basic wage rate for tipped employees in Vermont and of eliminating the subminimum wage for secondary school students during the school year.

(b) Membership. The Committee shall be composed of the following members:

(1) one member of the House appointed by the Speaker of the House;

(2) one member of the Senate appointed by the Committee on Committees;

(3) the Commissioner of Labor or designee;

(4) the Commissioner for Children and Families or designee;

(5) one member representing employers in the food service or hospitality industry, appointed by the Speaker of the House; and

(6) one member representing tipped workers in the food service or hospitality industry, appointed by the Committee on Committees.

(c) Powers and duties. The Committee shall study the effects of altering or eliminating the basic wage rate for tipped employees and of eliminating the subminimum wage for secondary school students during the school year, including the following issues:

(1) the impact in states that have eliminated their tipped wage on:

(A) jobs, prices, and the state economy; and

(B) the welfare of tipped workers, women, and working families with children;

(2) the impact in states that have increased their tipped wage during the last 10 years on:

(A) jobs, prices, and the state economy; and
(B) the welfare of tipped workers, women, and working families with children;

(3) the impact in states that have decoupled their tipped wage from the standard minimum wage during the last 10 years on:

(A) jobs, prices, and the state economy; and

(B) the welfare of tipped workers, women, and working families with children;

(4) the projected impact in Vermont of altering or eliminating the basic wage rate for tipped employees on:

(A) jobs, prices, and the State economy; and

(B) the welfare of tipped workers, women, and working families with children; and

(5) the projected impact in Vermont of eliminating the subminimum wage for secondary school students on jobs, prices, the State economy, and the welfare of individuals under 22 years of age.

(d) Assistance. The Committee shall have the administrative, technical, and legal assistance of the Office of Legislative Council and the Joint Fiscal Office.

(e) Report. On or before December 15, 2019, the Committee shall submit a written report to the House Committee on General, Housing, and Military Affairs and the Senate Committee on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs with its findings and recommendations, if any, for legislative action related to Vermont’s basic wage for tipped employees and subminimum wage for secondary school students.

(f) Meetings.

(1) The Commissioner of Labor shall call the first meeting of the Committee to occur on or before September 15, 2019.

(2) The Committee shall select a chair from among its members at the first meeting.

(3) A majority of the membership shall constitute a quorum.

(4) The Committee shall cease to exist on January 30, 2020.

(g) Compensation and reimbursement.

(1) For attendance at meetings during adjournment of the General Assembly, a legislative member of the Committee serving in his or her capacity as a legislator shall be entitled to per diem compensation and
reimbursement of expenses pursuant to 2 V.S.A. § 406 for not more than six meetings. These payments shall be made from monies appropriated to the General Assembly.

(2) Members of the Committee who are not employees of the State of Vermont and who are not otherwise compensated or reimbursed for their attendance shall be entitled to per diem compensation and reimbursement of expenses as permitted under 32 V.S.A. § 1010 for not more than six meetings. These payments shall be made from monies appropriated to the General Assembly.

Sec. 4. MINIMUM WAGE FOR AGRICULTURAL WORKERS; WORKING GROUP; REPORT

(a) Creation. There is created the Agricultural Minimum Wage Working Group to examine the wage and hour laws for agricultural workers.

(b) Membership. The Working Group shall be composed of the following members:

(1) one member of the House appointed by the Speaker of the House;
(2) one member of the Senate appointed by the Committee on Committees;
(3) the Secretary of Agriculture or designee; and
(4) the Commissioner of Labor or designee.

(c) Powers and duties. The Working Group shall study the wage and hour laws for agricultural workers, including the following issues:

(1) the overlapping legal requirements of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act and Vermont’s wage and hour laws with respect to agricultural employees and employers;
(2) particular issues and challenges related to federal and State wage and hour laws that Vermont’s agricultural employees and employers face; and
(3) how other states have addressed similar issues and challenges in their wage and hour laws.

(d) Assistance. The Working Group shall have the administrative, technical, and legal assistance of the Office of Legislative Council.

(e) Report. On or before December 15, 2019, the Working Group shall submit a written report to the House Committees on Agriculture and on General, Housing, and Military Affairs and the Senate Committees on Agriculture and on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs with
its findings and any recommendations for legislative action.

(f) Meetings.

(1) The member from the House shall call the first meeting of the Working Group to occur on or before September 15, 2019.

(2) The Committee shall select a chair from among its members at the first meeting.

(3) A majority of the membership shall constitute a quorum.


(g) Compensation and reimbursement. For attendance at meetings during adjournment of the General Assembly, a legislative member of the Working Group serving in his or her capacity as a legislator shall be entitled to per diem compensation and reimbursement of expenses pursuant to 2 V.S.A. § 406 for not more than four meetings. These payments shall be made from monies appropriated to the General Assembly.

Sec. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on July 1, 2019.

(For House Proposal of Amendment see House Journal May 15, 2019)